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May we stand in Light and
Perform our  obligations  and duties

To the  surrounding  Life  to  be  enlightened.

May we float  in  Love  and
Share  such  Love and Compassion

With  the  fellow beings  to  be  fulfilled.

May we tune up to  the  Will  and
Thereby  alert  our  wills  to  gaze  the  Plan

And cause  the  work  of  Goodwill.

May the  Light,  Love  and Will
Synthesize our lives into the One Life.

Dr. K. Parvathi Kumar

Culture demands a delicate handling of everything in creation. Though man is intellectually advancing, there is a
very perceptible fall in his delicacy in handling life: Economic considerations decide the trend, power and money
manipulate morality and values.

 We have to know how things are on the planet and put up a dam against material aggression and unethical actions
with thoughts and deeds of good will. Especially through groups the collective power of the soul can express itself
in social life and thus fight the global crisis of character. On the basis of the teachings of the Eternal Wisdom,
Good Will in Action  wants to give encouragement for this.

THE VALUE OF SERVICE

  HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL WORK
Just as the different cells of the body don't exist for
themselves, but have a function in service of the
entire body, it is a law that we ourselves can only live
by serving the greater life. Therefore everyone has to
serve the surrounding life in one way or the other and
must gain the required skills. If we don't exhale, we
also cannot inhale; if we don't want to serve, we also
cannot receive. Service in objectivity and meditation
in subjectivity are like the two aspects of breathing.
The inhalation we get through meditation must be
translated into action by serving the surrounding life.
Service is a horizontal work, meditation a vertical
one. The vertical work enables us to express our-
selves well in the horizontal work. Those who medi-
tate better can also serve better. You gain depth in
order to grow more into the horizontal. At the same
time the degree of service to the beings in our sur-
rounding determines the degree of depth we reach.
The work in the vertical and in the horizontal has to
go on simultaneously, otherwise the energy gets stuck
or lost. It is one of the simple truths of nature that
we receive from above when we start distributing
around us. In distributing we don't have to look on
what we can get; this is commercial thinking. If we
go on distributing - good deeds, words and thoughts,
also wisdom and love -, the channel opens vertically.
Then we are able to receive more and more and the
higher ones can cooperate with us.

Service and meditation work have to be put on a par,
if we want to make progress in spiritual life. It is
even dangerous to meditate without having the atti-
tude to serve. A wrong motive is like weeds growing
rampant in our garden, fertilised by the energy of
meditation. Thus meditation can cause inner chaos
and great problems: With some it gives rise to unbri-
dled emotions and sexual impulses, with others to
ambition, pride or subtle manipulation. With egocen-
tricity we circumscribe ourselves and build our own
hell. Through selfless service the soul reaches the
universal consciousness.

  COMPETENCE AND KNOWLEDGE
The desire to serve however alone is not enough,
each service needs an appropriate competence. If we
want to heal but haven't learned it, how big may be
the damage, for us and for others? Only intelligent,
trained servers can do the right service at the right
place and at the right time. So we have to acquire
knowledge how we can serve and equip ourselves for
this service. Spiritual study broadens our understand-
ing and gradually leads to a vision, if it is combined
with active service and dynamic meditation. Medita-
tion, study and service form an equilateral triangle.
To serve with knowledge opens for us higher sources
of learning. The value of service lies in adjusting the
personality with the soul and the soul with the spirit.
This knowledge is of utmost importance. A wise man



said: "Among all services serving the spirit is the
best."
If we don't have the knowledge, we can serve hun-
dreds of lives, but we remain what we are. Many nuns
serve all their life, but their comprehension doesn't
grow, since they don't devote themselves to the same
extend to learning. If service would enlighten by it-
self, all those serving patients in the hospitals for
years would have to be greatly enlightened. But this
is not the case.
The study of wisdom enlightens. We don't have to
read all the books on spirituality and esotericism etc.
For us the teachings of those who know the truth are
enough. You find it in the world scriptures having
come through the great initiates like Krishna, Bud-
dha, Moses, Pythagoras.... Also the books which came
to us via H.P. Blavatsky, A.A. Bailey, H.I. Roerich, E.
Krishnamacharya and K.P. Kumar help on the way.
The teachings of the masters are full of instructions.
By daily studying a little, taking our own notes and
translating them into our everyday life we prepare
ourselves for receiving higher impulses. Every spiri-
tual impulse expresses itself into the world. If an
intended work doesn't get manifested, there can be
no expansion of consciousness. "Service is expressed
in good deeds, which are possible under all circum-
stances. Great achievements contribute to Our joy.
We show the way, but it must be trod by human
feet."(Supermundane § 125)

  RIGHT ATTITUDE
Where there is the will, there is also a way to serve.
The wisdom teachings say: "Dedicate your life to
good will." The good will is the foundation for the
whole creation, it is not only that which was defined
by Alice Bailey in the 20th century. Nor is it good will
that you can fluently quote from the books, but that
you think of the well-being of others and transform
the entire life into a life of service. It is an attitude
to have the inclination to serve at all times and to
watch out for opportunities. He who reads too much
tends to become increasingly impractical. No matter
on which plane we serve, it is important that we are
also engaged in service on the physical plane and
work with our hands, at least one hour per day;
otherwise we tend to become top-heavy. It is an im-

portant service to pass on knowledge and instru-
ments, including transmission of meditation tech-
niques.
Unfortunately a lot of service is done with publicity
and missionary spirit. Political and religious move-
ments try to buy people by distributing food to the
poor and giving medical care and education free of
charge. We are happy if the others wear the same
badges as we do - but this is aggression, born out of
mental overactivity. We enslave people, if we impose
our own opinions and convictions on them.
We should also do our employment for which we are
paid as a service. But we should as well do some ser-
vice for which we don't get money, in silence and
simplicity. This gives joy and liberates from the debts
of one's individual karma.

  NATURAL GROUPS
In the present age the measure for service is: What
have you done for the group? Natural groups form
themselves around us, at home or at our work. With
them we can consciously build up a group. The first
and original group is the family group, the second are
the friends and people whom we regularly meet in
every day life. We shouldn't define "group" in a too
narrow manner: A dog or a cat at home also belong to
the family group as well as the flowers and the other
things in the house. Let's not neglect them, but in-
clude them consciously and daily say to them, "How
are you?"
In each living being there is the heart. Real hearti-
ness we don't create by speaking about books. The
only key for establishing a cordial relation is to do
something for the others, knowing their needs. Let us
grow aware of the needs of the others and help them
from our heart. The other being will notice and
realize it. Thus service will become a natural way of
life.

Sources used: K.P. Kumar: Seminar notes. The World
Teacher Trust / Dhanishta, Visakhapatnam, India (German
website: www.kulapati.de). - A.A. Bailey: A Treatise on
White Magic, Lucis-Trust, London (www.netnews.org /
www.lucistrust.org). "Supermundane", Agni-Yoga Society,
New York.
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